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As far as biking authors, there are few that can
match the authenticity that leaps off the pages
that were once penned by Iain Parke.
We’ve long been admirers of his work and
were triple tree excited when we heard back
from Iain about one of his latest projects and
this is his tale…
“Iain Parke imports industrial quantities of
Class A drugs, kills people and lies (a lot) for a
living, being a British based crime fiction
writer.
I became obsessed with motorcycles at an
early age, taking a six hundred mile crosscountry tour to Cornwall as soon as I bought a
moped; a black and gold Honda MB50 at the
tender age of sixteen.
Graduating to a GS250T I then worked as a
London dispatch rider managing to only fall off
about a dozen times in a year and then before
heading off to university in the Midlands on a
CB250Rs after I’d wrecked the Suzuki.
Acquiring a semi functioning Z400 twin and a
pair of 6 inch over fork tubes, I went to work
building my first, and the world’s worst
chopper in my bedroom at university,
undeterred by the fact that the workshop was
upstairs.
Armed with a MBA degree I went on to work
in insolvency and business restructuring and
through series of bikes starting with a Honda
CB750F and a BMW RS100 before ending up
with one of the last naked 1100 Goldwings,
and one of the few anywhere to have ever
sported ape hangers.
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In connection with the day job I have written a number of
business books, but my fiction writing began during two
years working in East Africa which inspired the first novel
‘The Liquidator’ … Whatever you do, don’t take it on holiday
as your safari reading!
This was then followed by ‘Biker Lit’ crime thriller Heavy
Duty People, now in development for TV. Set amongst UK
outlaw bikers in the North East and Borders and the story
follows the career of ‘Damage’, memorably described by
book bloggers Vulpes Libris as “a fantastic anti-hero…
positively Shakespearian in his moral complexity...”
The book was intended to simply be a one off, exploring a scene I
had been interested in for as long as I had been fascinated by
bikes, but when two of the characters unexpectedly met up again
in his head ‘Heavy Duty Attitude’ and then ‘Heavy Duty Trouble’
turned it into a trilogy.
I now find that biker books are a bit like zombies, whenever I
think I have them dead and buried, they just keep lurching back to
life, only dirtier, bloodier and more violent than before…as
further books have followed starting with ‘Operation Bourbon’,
then ‘Lord of the Isles’ and ‘DILLIGAF’ completed this second set
of three books, and I’ve found I’ve built a strong and very loyal
following.
Today I live off the grid, high up on the North Pennines in
Northumberland with my wife, dogs, and a garage full of
motorcycle restoration projects including my naked Wing which I
stored to do up sometime and a CBX750F I bought as a run
around from eBay because it was £450 and it seemed rude not to.
As detailed in a collection of short stories I’ve just published
called How To Win The Lottery, I’m currently working on a
number of writing projects”
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With Iain’s gracious permission we are chuffed to
bring you this exclusive extract from the current
draft of the next book he’s working on…
provisionally entitled

Tail lights ahead and then Zoom! Zoom! Zoom!
we’d be past, their headlights falling away in our
rear view mirrors against the steathily brightening
sky while in front, our beams ate up the miles.

“Roadrash”

The M5 was a sunny and easy morning at a steady
80 to 90 as we relied on Mac and his eagle eyes up
front to watch out for the boys in blue, while in
my head the wind noise sang familiar songs.
I remember the bump of the joins in the concrete
slabs of the elevated section as we cut through the
outskirts of Birmingham; and some of those heart
stopping moments of being buffeted by the bow
wave of juggernauts that could knock a bike
sideways as it hit them, of having to grit my teeth
and lean into them as I came abreast and then past
and through and alive, until the next time, as
remorselessly we bored on up the M6, mile after
monotonous, mind numbing, motorway mile.

Done it, thrown away the T-shirt
Mac organised T-shirts for the three of us the
weekend after we were back. He went to one of
those places that ironed on what you wanted and
presented them to us down the pub.
They were white, with “17:54” in blue, slightly
fuzzy letters, an inch and a half high across the
left breast.

Every two hours was a stop, a refuel, a chance for
a leak and a drink or a quick bite. No time to
We were up before dawn, our breath hanging like
waste on anything longer. We were on a schedule,
steam in the cold air as without talking, we zipped
on a mission.
up our gear, pulled out the chokes, slipped the
taps to on, and lifting the heavy weights upright
from where they had slouched overnight, turned
We pulled off the motorway at Carlisle around
our keys in the ignitions, our mounts whirring to
mid-day for me to heave my bike up onto the
catch familiar rumbling life.
centre stand and sprawl out on the ground with
my spanners to tighten its chain while the engine
As the first flash of dawn lit the horizon behind us
and exhaust pinged from the heat. Then it was
we looked at each other, checking we were all
back on for the off, and the dawning realisation
ready, as with a snap we flicked down our visors
that even though this was the top of England,
and nudged up our side stands. Settling into our
actually, we were still only half way.
saddles, we instinctively snicked our gear-levers
down into first with a clunk. Then, at dead on the
Soon we were over the border, weaving through
hour, gently caressing our throttles, we slipped our
the central belt and rolling on, and on, and on, out
clutches and the bikes began to roll.
onto the A9 for the long haul, as the hills rose
steeper on either side of us and the day began to
We were on our way.
wind its way down again.
It was mid-May. We’d checked the forecast
yesterday before posting our cards. It was for a
That was when the tiredness began to build as we
good day, sunny, a few clouds, no rain. Just what
pushed on, darkness falling while the cold seeped
we needed.
into our bones and the road swept ever further
northwards.
It was sweeping A roads in the dark to start with,
the bikes on song; making progress they call it in
We were stopping every hour now, then every
the cop world. Tyres warmed up, we were soon
forty-five minutes, slumping off the bikes in laybys.
riding hard and fast. Not pushing it, we all knew
I can’t remember how many times, or how we
this was going to be a marathon not a sprint, but
kept going. It was stupid really, we were just
not hanging around either. This time of the
asking for an accident to happen. I couldn’t say
morning, this time of year, down here in the far
anything of course, it had been my daft idea in the
south west, traffic was light, but were weren’t
first place.
stopping for any of it.
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A challenge, something to say we’d
done, and now I was almost too
tired to talk anyway. It was easier to
just get back on and roll the throttle
than to try and reason about it, or
answer Bilbo’s argument that we
had to end it today because that
was the only point he’d ever seen in
it.
Pressing on, into the dark, into the
night without end.
Until at last, in the light of the
headlights, we saw the signs, as
they counted down the final miles
and finally, at six minutes to
midnight, we rolled to a stop at the
harbour’s edge.
17 hours and 54 minutes.
We’d done it. All 840 odd miles.
And now there was nothing to do
except find somewhere to crash.
The T-shirt’s long gone.
And of course I’m not in touch with
either of them now. Christ, it was
thirty odd years ago. Things change,
people move on, grow up, grow
apart, move away.
So what have I got?
Some memories.
A lifelong love affair with the wild
emptiness of the north coast of
Scotland.
A couple of photos, Bilbo red-eyed
with manic fatigue, adrenaline and
the camera flash as we shucked off
our layers in a caravan at one in the
morning.
And in the same album, a pair of
postcards.
Ordinary touristy images, one of
Lands’ End, and one of John
O’Groats, post marked 24 hours
apart, with scribbled words in blue
biro.
Thunderbirds are go! and
Thunderbirds have landed!

Iain recently released his latest works of short crime stories in ‘How
To Win The Lottery’ and is available to freely download too from his
website.
He’s also confirmed to be at a number of organised book signing and
author events across the country over the next year or so…
13 August: Manchester, 17 September: Cardiff
3 December: Glasgow, 8 April 2017: Chester, 17 June 2017:
Newcastle.
We’re obviously huge fans of Iain’s work here at DRG as it reflects
British biker culture from a particular vantage point…it’s creative,
it's informative and it's a ripping good yarn too. We’re so pleased
that Iain has had the success he's had with his books and it only
reinforces what we already know about bikers from all over. Talent,
imagination and creativity oozes from every exhaust valve and we
are blessed that authors like Iain take the time to write about biking
life in such a way… We doth our cloth helmet sir…We Salute You!
More info at www.bad-press.co.uk

